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Built heritage in Singapore is safeguarded through two legal regimes, one relating to national monuments declared under the Preservation of Monuments Act (Cap 239, 2011 Rev Ed), and the other relating to conservation areas declared under the Planning Act (Cap 232, 1998 Rev Ed). In contrast, no particular legal protection exists for intangible cultural heritage. Considering examples such as tomb inscriptions and rituals for honouring the deceased at Bukit Brown Cemetery, this article explores how built heritage can be secured and enriched by giving greater recognition and protection in international and domestic law to the intangible cultural heritage associated with it. There is also scope for built heritage to be used as a means of protecting intangible cultural heritage.

Tangible and intangible cultural property are sometimes thought of as occupying discrete spheres, with the result that different legal frameworks are required for their protection. While this may be true in some instances, in others there is likely to be an overlap. It is submitted that the protection of built heritage – a form of tangible cultural property – is one of the latter areas. In this paper, I will suggest that the concept of intangible cultural heritage can be used to assist in the preservation of built heritage, both in the international and domestic legal spheres. Conversely, built heritage can also help to safeguard some aspects of intangible cultural heritage. The discussion will be situated in the context of Singapore, a small city-state in Southeast Asia where the imperatives of urban development constantly pose a threat to its natural environment and its built heritage.

I. The International Law Dimension

A. Intangible Cultural Heritage

Singapore, which became an independent republic in 1965, was a member of UNESCO from that year until it left at the end of 1985, at that time the first developing country to do so.¹ This happened in the wake of the United States’ decision to leave on 31 December 1984 over criticisms that the agency was then “overly political, badly managed, and often anti-Western”⁶; not to mention “riddled with corruption”.³ Nonetheless, Singapore’s Ambassador to France, who acted as the country’s permanent representative to UNESCO, claimed that the decision was “totally independent” of the action taken by the US decision and had been “in the works for a long time, a very long time, way before the United States made known its reactions”. It was “not intended to indicate any disagreement or disapproval or criticism”⁴; rather, over the years Singapore had not found participating in the agency’s activities “of immediate interest”, and as a small country it had other priorities “for our limited resources”.⁵ It appears the Government felt that Singapore had been asked to pay a disproportionate contribution to the agency’s coffers.¹

A hiatus of more than two decades followed, until Singapore officially rejoined UNESCO on 8 October 2007, having been wooed back by Director General Koichiro Matsuurra.⁶ (The United States had resumed membership in 2002.) In relatively short order, Singapore accepted the 1972 World Heritage Convention (WHC) on 19 June 2012, and welcomed its first world heritage site – the Singapore Botanic Gardens – on 4 July 2015.² At present, the WHC is the only heritage-related convention that Singapore is a state party to.

In particular, it has yet to ratify the 2003 Intangible Cultural Heritage Convention (ICH).¹⁰ There is every likelihood that this step will be taken at some stage, given that the Convention has gained wide international acceptance with 166 states parties...
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as of 20 January 2016. Article 2 (1) of the Convention defines intangible cultural heritage in the following terms:

The “intangible cultural heritage” means the practices, representations, expressions, knowledge, skills – as well as the instruments, objects, artefacts and cultural spaces associated therewith – that communities, groups and, in some cases, individuals recognize as part of their cultural heritage. This intangible cultural heritage, transmitted from generation to generation, is constantly recreated by communities and groups in response to their environment, their interaction with nature and their history, and provides them with a sense of identity and continuity, thus promoting respect for cultural diversity and human creativity. ... [Emphasis added]

Intangible cultural heritage is therefore seen as a “response to [the] environment”, and embraces “cultural spaces” associated with practices, expressions, and so on. This obliges a state party, when fulfilling its obligation to “take the necessary measures to ensure the safeguarding of the intangible cultural heritage present in its territory”, to provide adequate protection for built heritage that is associated with the strictly intangible elements of cultural heritage.

The reference to “cultural spaces” in the ICHC harks back to UNESCO’s Masterpieces of Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity programme which was established in 1997 before the adoption of the Convention. In the annex to a letter dated 26 April 2000 from the UNESCO Director-General to member states, a cultural space was defined as follows:11

[T]he anthropological concept of a cultural space shall be taken to mean a place in which popular and traditional cultural activities are concentrated, but also a time generally characterized by a certain periodicity (cyclical, seasonal, calendar, etc.) or by an event. Finally, this temporal and physical space should owe its existence to the cultural activities that have traditionally taken place there.

Harriet Deacon and Olwen Beazley have noted that “[i]ntangible heritage is probably best described as a kind of significance or value, indicating non-material aspects of heritage that are significant, rather than a separate kind of ‘non-material’ heritage”, and includes “social and spiritual associations, symbolic meanings and memories associated with objects and places. Tangible heritage forms all gain meaning through intangible practice, use and interpretation: ‘the tangible can only be interpreted through the intangible.”13

The interconnectedness between cultural practices and built heritage is emphasized in the 2011 UNESCO Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape.14 Clause 9 defines the term historic urban landscape as including “social and cultural practices and values, economic processes and the intangible dimensions of heritage as related to diversity and identity”. Hence, when seeking to conserve urban heritage, intangible cultural heritage cannot be ignored.

The importance of this fact may be illustrated in the Singapore context by considering two adjoining cemeteries used by the Chinese community, Bukit Brown Cemetery and the smaller Seh Ong Cemetery – I will refer to them collectively as ‘Bukit Brown Cemetery’. The cemetery was established in the late 19th century by Chinese individuals and clan associations, and the land passed into the ownership of another clan association, the Seh Ong Kongsi. In 1922, despite resistance from the clan association, the Government compulsorily acquired the land and converted the private cemetery into a municipal one. It remained in use until 1973 and is estimated to contain some 100,000 graves, making it the largest Chinese cemetery outside China.15 There is democratization in death: the cemetery is the resting place of well-known pioneers of the Chinese community as well as of ordinary people, some of whom occupy the sections of the burial ground designated for “paupers”.16 The cemetery was also a battle zone during World War II, and contains unmarked war graves.

From October 2013, the Government began constructing a four-lane road across the cemetery to deal with traffic congestion in the area,17 with the loss of 4,153 graves.18 Before the graves were exhumed, a documentation project was carried out on them. The cemetery as a whole remains in a highly vulnerable position as the Government has announced that it will eventually be cleared completely to make way for public housing.19 Upon being nominated by an informal interest group called All Things Bukit Brown, the cemetery was placed on the 2014 World Monuments Watch list of cultural heritage sites at risk “from the forces of nature and the impact of social, political, and economic change”;20 the first time a Singapore site has been listed.21

There are numerous forms of intangible cultural heritage associated with Bukit Brown Cemetery. The tombs themselves vary in grandeur, depending on the wealth of the deceased persons’ families. Many of them consist of a throne-shaped front portion into which an inscribed tombstone and an altar are incorporated, with a horseshoe-shaped wall forming the rear portion. The area within the wall is filled with soil, forming a mound. Explanations for this tomb shape vary; one is that the tomb is meant to resemble the womb, with the suggestion that the deceased is thus ‘reborn’ into another realm. Another is that the tomb represents a tortoise, a symbol for longevity.22

The tombs are often embellished with colourful tiles, some imported from Europe, and poetry and sculptures from Chinese mythology. For example, some tombs feature statutes of a young boy and girl – the Jingtong (Golden Boy) and Yunni (Jade Maiden), who may be disciples of the Buddha guiding the deceased’s soul through the underworld to paradise.24 Tombs are also frequently supplied with sculpted protectors, either in the form of lions, menshen (‘door gods’ dressed in warriors’ garb), or – possibly
unique to this part of the world – Indian guards. The Chinese in Singapore were familiar with immigrants from India working as police officers, soldiers and security guards, and saw supernatural significance in these roles.25

Tombs were positioned according to principles of fengshui (literally ‘wind–water’), a system of philosophy which calls for structures such as buildings and gravesites to be oriented in certain ways with respect to the environment in order to bring good luck to deceased persons and their living survivors. High ground was believed to be particularly auspicious, which may explain the popularity of Bukit Brown as a burial site – bukit is a Malay word meaning ‘hill’. This belief was not well understood by the colonial government, which thought it undesirable that “all the small hills, which are the only suitable places for healthy houses in these countries, are taken forever, merely as a monument to the honour of one Chinese family and the personal vanity of one Chinese individual”.26

Also of importance are the religious rituals carried out at the cemetery, especially during the Qingming Festival (“Bright and Clear Festival” or “Festival of Clarity”), which falls on the 23rd day of the second lunar month, or in early April according to the Gregorian calendar. People visit their relatives’ tombs to clean them and to make offerings. The spring-cleaning may involve having the tomb repainted and the grass cut, and sweeping the area. A typical ritual begins with prayers made to the Tudi Gong (Earth God), often at a shrine that is part of the tomb itself, for permission for the deceased to accept the offerings. Food, candles and joss sticks are then laid out on the altar of the tomb, and a libation of tea or wine made. ‘Hell money’ and other paper offerings in the form of clothes and consumer goods are burned, the belief being that the smoke conveys the items to the deceased relative in the spirit world. Finally, pieces of coloured paper are scattered over the tomb's mound to beautify it and show that the family has carried out its duties. Sometimes, such rituals are performed by temple or other organizations to honour forgotten ancestors whose family members have not come to pay their respects.27

There is arguably some justification for these aspects of intangible cultural heritage to be collectively inscribed on to the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity or the List of Intangible Cultural Heritage in Need of Urgent Safeguarding if Singapore accedes to the ICHC, with the consequence that Bukit Brown Cemetery itself should be protected as the locus of the heritage. Indeed, the cemetery itself might be regarded as a cultural space deserving of inscription. Comparable examples of cultural spaces on the Representative List include Jemaa el-Fna Square in Marrakesh, Morocco, which “represents a unique concentration of popular Moroccan cultural traditions performed through musical, religious and artistic expressions”28 and sacred hills in Querétaro, central Mexico, which are an annual pilgrimage site for the Otomi-Chichimeca people.29

Concomitantly, it is submitted that the material culture and ritual practices associated with Bukit Brown Cemetery might also support it being declared a World Heritage Site under the WHC. In fact, this possibility was floated when the Government announced its bid to have the Singapore Botanic Gardens inscribed on the World Heritage List.30 This prospect has been ruled out by the Singapore Government, at least for the time being. In July 2013 when Lawrence Wong, the Acting Minister for Culture, Community and Youth, was asked in Parliament whether, among other things, the Government would study if the cemetery met the criteria for qualifying as a world heritage site and whether a portion of the cemetery not designated for future residential development would be protected, the Government’s written response was that “[n]ot all sites with local heritage value will qualify”, and that when it was considering which sites could be put up for a bid, “none of our stakeholders had surfaced the Bukit Brown cemetery as a candidate for consideration”. Nonetheless the Government recognized the cemetery’s “heritage value” and would study how it could be preserved, “taking into account future development plans for the area”. It intended to focus on the Botanic Gardens bid, as this would allow the Government “an opportunity to better understand UNESCO’s requirements and processes, before exploring other possibilities in the future”31.

The takeaway from the above discussion is the reciprocity between built (tangible) and intangible cultural heritage: built heritage may be protected as a locale closely associated with intangible cultural heritage (or even as intangible cultural heritage itself as a cultural space), while intangible cultural heritage may provide the significance justifying protection of built heritage.

B. Memory of the World

An intriguing possibility is whether documentary content that is linked to built heritage, which is a form of intangible cultural heritage, may justify the protection of built heritage. In 1992, UNESCO launched the Memory of the World Programme (‘MWP’), and the first items of documentary heritage were inscribed on to the Memory of the World Register in 1997. According to the Organization, the programme’s vision “is that the world’s documentary heritage belongs to all, should be fully preserved and protected for all and, with due recognition of cultural mores and practicalities, should be permanently accessible to all without hindrance.”32 A significant feature of the MWP is that nominations for the Register can be made by individuals and non-governmental organizations.33 In contrast, under the World Heritage Site and Intangible Cultural Heritage schemes, nominations can only be made by the governments of member states.

The tombstones in Bukit Brown Cemetery contain a wealth of epigraphic material. Apart from lines of poetry and pictorial representations of Chinese legends, the in-
II. The Domestic Law Dimension

A. The Role of Intangible Cultural Heritage in Protecting Built Heritage

Naturally, one would expect the interconnectedness of built heritage and intangible cultural heritage that is evident in international law to be reflected in domestic law as well. In Singapore, built heritage is legally protected through two schemes: the conservation area scheme under the Planning Act (PA), and the national monument scheme under the Preservation of Monuments Act (PMA).

The conservation area scheme is part of the broader way in which land development is managed according to a Master Plan applicable to the entire country. Essentially, the Minister for National Development has power to amend the Master Plan to declare an entire area, group of buildings, or even a single building as a conservation area. The Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA), which is the government agency responsible for planning matters, then issues guidelines on how buildings or land within a conservation area may be developed, and the measures that must be taken to protect the setting. A conservation area is defined as "any area... of special architectural, historic, traditional or aesthetic interest." The national monuments scheme gives to built heritage in Singapore the highest form of legal protection available. Hitherto, the status of national monument has generally been accorded to iconic structures such as large public buildings constructed during the colonial era, and religious buildings such as churches, mosques and temples. Under the PMA, one of the key functions of the National Heritage Board (NHB) is "to identify monuments that are of such historic, cultural, traditional, archaeological, architectural, artistic or symbolic significance and national importance as to be worthy of preservation under this Act, and to make recommendations to the Minister for the preservation under this Act of the monuments so identified." Having consulted with the NHB, the Minister for Culture, Community and Youth may make a preservation order giving a site the status of a national monument. The preservation order may extend to land adjacent to a monument which is in the same ownership as the monument that is necessary to preserve the monument in its setting, to provide or facilitate access to the monument, or to enable the monument to be properly controlled or managed.

It is also the NHB's responsibility "to determine standards and issue guidelines for the restoration and preservation of monuments... and for the proper control, management and use of such monuments", and "to determine the best method for the preservation of any national monument, and to cause or facilitate the preservation of such national monument in accordance with such method". Owners and occupiers of national monuments have a duty to take all reasonable measures to properly maintain monuments in accordance with guidelines issued by the Board.

The references to "historic", "cultural" and "traditional" interests or significance in the PA and PMA suggest that at least in some cases intangible cultural heritage such as traditional uses of, or activities associated with, a particular site are relevant when deciding whether the site should be gazetted as a conservation area or a national monument. The extent to which these matters are taken into account is unclear, as the processes for declaring sites to be conservation areas or national monuments tend not to involve much public participation. There is no legal requirement for heritage impact assessments to be conducted and publicized, though presumably confidential assessments of some kind are carried out.

Moreover, although the URA has an obligation to notify the public of any proposal to amend the Master Plan by adding or removing a conservation area and allow people to submit objections or representations, and to hold a hearing or public inquiry, the Minister for National Development has taken the position that a hearing may be dispensed with if nothing "new" and "substantive" has been raised. This is despite the fact that the legislation only allows for "frivolous" representations to be disregarded. Before a site is sought to be declared a national monument, the NHB is only required to give written notice to "the owner and occupier of the monument and any land adjacent thereto which will be affected by the making... of the preservation order".

As the Minister's intention to issue a preservation order is given no wider publicity, it is hard to see how other stakeholders such as non-governmental organizations can participate in the process unless they are specifically invited by the NHB to do so. There is therefore scope for making the conservation area and national monument schemes more transparent and participative in general, which may aid in identifying intangible cultural heritage associated with built heritage that would bolster a case for the latter to receive legal protection.

Whether the cemetery would in fact meet the MWP's criteria would require much more study, but it is worth noting that inscriptions on stone stele have been entered into the Register. These include the 82 steleae at the Temple of Literature in Hanoi, Vietnam, bearing information about laureates of Royal Examinations held between 1442 and 1779 which were given recognition in 2011; and the Kuthodaw Inscription Shrines in Mandalay, Myanmar, consisting of 729 slabs on which are carved the Buddhist Tipitaka which were included in the Register in 2013.

The national monuments scheme gives to built heritage in Singapore the highest form of legal protection available. Hitherto, the status of national monument has generally been accorded to iconic structures such as large public buildings constructed during the colonial era, and religious buildings such as churches, mosques and temples. Under the PMA, one of the key functions of the National Heritage Board (NHB) is "to identify monuments that are of such historic, cultural, traditional, archaeological, architectural, artistic or symbolic significance and national importance as to be worthy of preservation under this Act, and to make recommendations to the Minister for the preservation under this Act of the monuments so identified". Having consulted with the NHB, the Minister for Culture, Community and Youth may make a preservation order giving a site the status of a national monument. The preservation order may extend to land adjacent to a monument which is in the same ownership as the monument that is necessary to preserve the monument in its setting, to provide or facilitate access to the monument, or to enable the monument to be properly controlled or managed.

It is also the NHB's responsibility "to determine standards and issue guidelines for the restoration and preservation of monuments... and for the proper control, management and use of such monuments", and "to determine the best method for the preservation of any national monument, and to cause or facilitate the preservation of such national monument in accordance with such method". Owners and occupiers of national monuments have a duty to take all reasonable measures to properly maintain monuments in accordance with guidelines issued by the Board.

The references to "historic", "cultural" and "traditional" interests or significance in the PA and PMA suggest that at least in some cases intangible cultural heritage such as traditional uses of, or activities associated with, a particular site are relevant when deciding whether the site should be gazetted as a conservation area or a national monument. The extent to which these matters are taken into account is unclear, as the processes for declaring sites to be conservation areas or national monuments tend not to involve much public participation. There is no legal requirement for heritage impact assessments to be conducted and publicized, though presumably confidential assessments of some kind are carried out.
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B. The Role of Built Heritage in Protecting Intangible Cultural Heritage

If Singapore accedes to the ICHC, thought should be given to whether legal protection should be given to intangible cultural heritage in its own right, perhaps through a statute akin to Japan’s Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties. Such a law might, in fact, help the authorities administer the conservation area and national monument schemes by ascertaining in advance important manifestations of intangible cultural property that should be taken into account. In the meantime, it is worth thinking about how built heritage can be one of the means of protecting intangible cultural heritage.

Given that built heritage often embodies the cultural space within which intangible cultural heritage is given expression, it stands to reason that it may be appropriate to regulate some sites in ways that preserve and promote cultural activities and practices associated with them. Where conservation areas and national monuments are concerned, the relevant authorities can achieve this by specifying prohibited and permitted (or preferred) uses for the sites.

An illustration of how the insensitive use of a site can lead to anger and unhappiness is provided by an incident involving CHIJMES, a dining and retail complex in the city centre occupying a former convent and school called the Convent of the Holy Infant Jesus (often abbreviated to ‘CHIJ’). The convent’s chapel, now renamed CHIJMES Hall, was deconsecrated and declared a national monument in 1990, while other parts of the complex are a conservation area. The Hall may be rented for functions such as weddings and what the CHIJMES website calls “corporate events”.

In 2012, complaints were made to the police and various government departments about an event at the CHIJMES Hall billed as the “Escape Chapel Party” to be held on Holy Saturday, the day between Good Friday and Easter Sunday. In promotional material for the event, the organizer, which had rented CHIJMES Hall, had said it would be a “sacrilegious night of partying”, and included photographs of women dressed in skimpy costumes resembling nuns’ habits. The Roman Catholic Archbishop of Singapore called the event “scandalous to the Church” and said it should not be held in the complex. The company managing CHIJMES eventually stepped in and asked the organizer to cancel the event, and the organizer issued an apology for any offence caused. Although some people might have considered the event harmless, it clearly offended the Roman Catholic Church and some of its adherents. The fact that CHIJMES Hall had been deconsecrated and was no longer a chapel in the strict sense of the word made no difference – there remained a strong connection between the building and its previous use as a place of worship. In a statement, the Ministry of Home Affairs said that if the event had gone ahead, the organizer might have breached one of the conditions of the public entertainment licence issued for the event. In addition, given CHIJMES’s status as a national monument and conservation area, should the NHB and URA have issued guidelines proscribing certain uses of the complex to preserve people’s ‘cultural memory’ of the buildings’ significance and thus safeguard the intangible cultural heritage associated with the complex?

III. Conclusion: The Challenges Ahead

Intangible cultural heritage and built heritage are frequently intertwined, and thus mutually supporting. The intangible cultural property associated with built heritage may be the element that makes the mere bricks and mortar worthy of preservation. Indeed, the built heritage itself may be a form of intangible cultural property as a space in which cultural activities and practices are performed. On the other hand, built heritage may continue to resonate with the cultural memory of its former use, and thus preserving a site may help to protect intangible cultural property.

Of course, protection of cultural heritage in all forms poses various challenges. For instance, given Singapore’s largely immigrant population and close cultural links to neighbouring countries, claims over what constitutes its intangible cultural heritage are likely to be controversial. In 2009, Malaysia’s then Tourism Minister, Ng Yen Yen, claimed that “other countries” which she did not name had “hijack[ed]” some of its traditional dishes. Versions of some of the dishes she identified, such as bak kut teh (pork rib soup), chili crab, Hainanese chicken rice, and laksa (noodles in coconut gravy), can be readily found in a number of Asian countries, including Singapore. This issue was foreseen by the ICHC which recognizes that intangible cultural property often cannot be confined within the borders of one country, and thus encourages countries to propose multinational inscriptions.

We have already seen how economic development may be prioritized above preserving heritage. While legally restricting the uses to which built heritage can be put in the name of preserving intangible cultural heritage seems like a good idea, one must be aware that such conditions may conflict with the principle of adaptive reuse of buildings. Restrictions may also cause such buildings to become less attractive to developers or lessees, resulting in a fall in value. It may be worth exploring whether a combination of restrictions and the use of incentives to encourage voluntary adherence to recommended or preferred uses would be more appropriate. Ultimately, if a nation’s people are not to feel dislocated or that they have lost their identity, some way to accommodate both heritage and progress must be found.
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